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The Dano-Norwegian Department
of Chicago Theological Seminary
by FREDERICK HALE

When European emigration to the United States
surged anew after the Civil War, American Protestants
of several denominations extended both spiritual and
economic assistance to those newcomers who, in their
perception, most closely shared their own religious
traditions. Scandinavian immigrants, nearly all of
whom were at least nominally Protestant, naturally
received a generous portion of this aid, much of which
came in the form of ministerial education. Young men
who looked forward to careers as Lutheran pastors had
access to ethnic theological colleges anchored in that
tradition if not always in their respective national
heritages. Norwegian Lutheran seminarians in the
Midwest, for example, were sent to St. Louis to study
theology with German-speaking counterparts in the
middle of the nineteenth century, and when specifically
Norwegian seminaries were founded they frequently
enrolled Danes. Yet other northern European immigrants left their birthright Lutheran heritage when
exposed to the denominational diversity that characterized Christianity in the United States. Thus detaching
themselves from the resources and fellowship of the
churches that predominated
among ScandinavianAmericans, these newcomers relied especially heavily
on the generosity of the firmly established indigenous
communions. American Baptists, for instance, opened
in 1871 an institute for training aspiring Nordic
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ministers at their seminary in Morgan Park, Illinois, and
Yankee Methodists soon followed suit at which
eventually became Garrett-Evangelical
Theological
Seminary in Evanston. Outside what is sometimes
called
"mainstream"
Protestantism,
Seventh-day
Adventists began in the 1870s a Scandinavian
department at their college in Battle Creek, Michigan,
the forerunner of Andrews University. The influential
role of these and analogous institutions in the kaleidoscope of late nineteenth-century ethnic religion in the
United States led one historian
of American
Protestantism to generalize that "so ample were these
facilities that by 1900 a body of clergymen ready to
meet all calls for independent or assistant pastorates had
come into existence." 1
What role did American Congregationalists,
intensely nationalistic and aware of their deep roots in
colonial Puritanism during the latter half of the nineteenth century, play in training immigrant ministerial
candidates? In the 1840s their American Home Missionary Society had first extended financial assistance to a
handful of young Norwegian pastors who refused to
affiliate with the authoritarian Lutheran congregations
in Wisconsin that reproduced on the American frontier
traditions of the Erastian state church of Norway. 2 At
the same time Lars Esbjorn, later a founder of the
Augustana Synod, the chief Lutheran denomination
among Swedish-Americans, briefly received support
from the AHMS. 3 Antebellum assistance of this sort
was limited, however, and did not involve the enrolling
of immigrants at Chicago Theological Seminary,
founded in 1858. Yet after the Civil War Midwestern
Congregationalists stepped up their efforts to aid newcomers in that region, and the seminary eventually
became a polyglot institution for educating young
clerics from several central and northern European
lands. In an earlier article I related the history of its
Swedish department; 4 in the present I shall narrate the
birth, growth, and demise of the Dano-Norwegian
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department. In doing so I seek to illuminate a chapter in
the history of Congregationalism
apparently nearly
unknown to its historians, one which deviates from its
thoroughly grounded image as the consummate Yankee
denomination
and brings it closer to the ethnic
pluralism that is no less American than Plymouth Rock
or the New England meetinghouse. This story also sheds
light on historical ties between American Congregationalism and the Evangelical Free Church of America, a
rapidly growing conservative Protestant denomination
rooted partly in late nineteenth-century
Scandinavian
migrations to the United States.
When Nordic and other immigrants began to flood
the Midwest after the Civil War, several Congregationalist bodies initiated efforts with varying degrees of
enthusiasm and success to evangelize them. In 1867, for
example, the Chicago Association discussed "how to
reach our foreign population with the gospel." In
harmony with an assimilationist attitude widespread
among Yankee Protestants of the Gilded Age, its
members concluded that "the aim should be to
nationalize them and gather them into our churches,
rather than to establish churches exclusively of foreign
elements. " 5 The following year Americus Fuller, secretary of the Congregational General Association of Minnesota,
declared
that m1ss1onary work
among
immigrants was vital to the denomination's effort to
build up a Christian civilization on the northwestern
frontier. "We must not feel that our duty is done till we
have gathered up and united all the Christian influence
that comes to us," he cautioned, "and brought it effectively to the work of Christianizing the land. " 6 Disappointingly
little was done in the North Star State
during

the following

decade,

however,

and in 1878 Levi

Cobb, the regional superintendent
of the American
Home Missionary Society, complained to its headquarters in New York:
Our churches contribute, annually, to send the
gospel to "nominally Christian lands." And yet
-14-

here are tens of thousands from some of the very
countries to which we are sending our missionaries.
To us nothing is plainer than this: - that God has
sent these people to our very doors to Christianize.
We must do it, or they will make Europeans of us. 7
Cobb's plea meshed well with the religious nationalism
that had long been a pillar of American Congregationalism 's rhetorical tradition, but it nevertheless failed to
prompt immediate action in Minnesota.
Early in the 1880s, though, a vigorous Congregationalist campaign to develop contacts with Scandinavian immigrants began almost simultaneously there and
in Chicago. The arrival of Peter Christian Trandberg
(1832-1896), a Lutheran revivalist from Denmark, in the
Windy City in 1882 began a new phase in contacts
between nordic newcomers and indigenous American
Congregationalists.
Owing partly to S0ren Kierkegaard's satirical attacks on the Danish clergy and
nominal church membership that were popularized in
0jeblikket (The Instant) while he was a theology
student at the University of Copenhagen during the
1850s, Trandberg became disenchanted with the
inclusive ecclesiology of the state church and, along
with many of his parishioners on the island of Bornholm, withdrew from it in 1863. 8 He rejoined it a few
years later but only partially retracted his severe
criticism of its willingness to include the "unregenerate
masses " on its rolls. 9 After emigrating;
Trandherg

resumed his attack on what he perceived as the unwillingness of most Scandinavian Lutherans to preach
conversion. He found the familiar Danish phenomenon
of nominal church membership without personal
spirituality repeated among Danes in the United States.
"One wonders whether there are even five souls among
every 100 of these Lutheran church members in
America who have a living faith," wrote T rand berg in
1884. "They enter the church asleep, receive the sacraments in that state, and then wander through life in a
- 15-

stupor dreaming the crazy dream that they are good
Christians and true children of God." 10
Eschewing formal membership with either of the
two Danish-American Lutheran denominations, Trandberg initiated an independent revival ministry to
Scandinavians in the Midwest. He traveled widely,
preaching in sanctuaries of several communions. Yet
Chicago remained his home base, and in the autumn of
1883 Trandberg began to evangelize Danish immigrants
on Sunday afternoons at the Congregationalist Tabernacle Church there. Frederick Emrich, pastor of its
ployglot flock, was a German by birth with close ties to
Chicago Theological Seminary. 11
In the meantime, Congregationalists in Minnesota
had belatedly undertaken efforts to develop relations
with Scandinavian newcomers. In 1882 Marcus Whitman Montgomery, the newly arrived superintendent of
the American Home Missionary Society, recommended
that the General Association establish English-language
Sunday schools among them and send delegates to their
synods. 12 The following year he invited Sven Oftedal, a
Norwegian Lutheran professor at Augsburg Seminary in
Minneapolis who favored a greater degree of congregational autonomy than did his colleagues who sought to
reproduce in North America much of the authoritarianism that characterized the Church of Norway, to
address the General Association on parallels between
Congregationalism
and transatlantic
free Lutheran
13
movements.
His curiosity aroused, Montgomery traveled to
Scandinavia early in 1884 to investigate nonconformist
developments then afoot in Sweden and Norway. Unfortunately,
he arrived in Europe without
any
competence in the Nordic languages and a woefully
incomplete understanding of the unfolding of denominationalism in Scandinavia. As a result, he caught only
disjoint glimpses of religious developments there and all
too readily projected his own Congregationalist heritage
to them. Had Montgomery been able to penetrate more
-16-

thoroughly, he would have discovered that since the
middle of the nineteenth century various Protestant and
other forms of religious dissent had cracked the virtual
monopoly the Lutheran state churches had had on
spiritual life in all of the Nordic countries since the
Reformation. In Norway the parliament had enacted a
so-called Dissenter Law in 1845, giving Norwegians for the first time in their history - the right to withdraw
from the established church and form nonconformist
religious bodies or remain aloof from organized
religion. 14 Methodists,
Baptists,
and Mormons,
generally returned Scandinavian-Americans,
began to
proselytize there in the 1850s and soon gathered several
dozen nonconformist congregations. Other members of
the state church, including one pastor, withdrew to
form independent "Christian Apostolic" bodies after the
works of Kierkegaard became known in Norway . 15 Still
others seceded in the late 1870s to form the Lutheran
Free Church, which almost immediately became the
largest dissenting denomination in Norway and one of
the few of which Montgomery seems to have been
aware. He did not visit Denmark, but the constitution
of 1849 that terminated that kingdom's age of
absolutism guaranteed religious freedom and allowed a
flurry of small denominations to arise.
After returning to the United States, Montgomery
reported his findings to the annual convention of the
American Home Missionary Society, which subsequently published his short book on recent religions
developments in Sweden and Norway. In it he focused
on the former country but also offered scattered
comments about his visit to the Norwegian capital,
Christiania, since 1925 called Oslo. Montgomery drew
exaggerated parallels between the rise of the Scandinavian free churches and the unfolding of his own
Separatist heritage in Elizabethan England. He praised
Norwegian nonconformity as a preferable spiritual
alternative to the formalism of the state church. The fact
that the Norwegian parliament had adjourned for
-17-

Bededag, or Prayer Day, a public holiday, also
impressed this American visitor. More than anything
else in Norway, however, Montgomery was astounded
by the familiarity of the people: "There was very little in
the personal appearance, dress, or behavior of either
ladies or gentlemen in that throng of people," he
declared of the residents of Christiania, "that would
distinguish them from a similar outpouring of Americans in any of our cities." 16
Montgomery concluded his report to the AHMS by
outlining how Congregationalists
could assist those
Scandinavian nonconformists
on both sides of the
Atlantic who were not already receiving assistance from
other denominations.
In addition to supporting free
church seminaries in the Nordic countries, he proposed
that the AHMS sponsor evangelists among Scandinavian immigrants and underwrite a Swedish as well as a
Danish or Norwegian
professorship
at Chicago
Theological Seminary for training clergymen to serve
these newcomers. 17
The AHMS lost little time in implementing parts of
Montgomery's scheme. Most notably, it cooperated
closely with the administration of Chicago Theological
Seminary to establish on short notice a "Scandinavian
Department"
to parallel the German Department
opened there in 1882. It aimed at turning young Nordic
Americans
without
undergraduate
degrees
into
bilingual ministers by giving them four years of
theological and general education in one of the Scandinavian languages and, when feasible, supplementing
that training with participation
in the Seminary's
standard curriculum. A grant of $150 from H. A.
Haugan, a Norwegian immigrant banker in Chicago,
defrayed part of the initial expenses. 18
The Scandinavian Department opened with an
international student body encompassing two students,
a Swede named Charles Frederick Blomquist from
Jamestown, New York and Otto Grauer, who had
emigrated with his parents from Norway to Chicago as
-18-

a small child in the 1860s. Owing largely to Emrich's
influence, the Seminary hired the Danish-American
Peter Christian Trandberg as their part-time mentor.
The Congregationalists were initially enthusiastic about
this Lutheran revivalist, whom the faculty described as
"a man of gentlemanly and winning address, of large
experience, unexceptionable character, and eminent
piety ... " 19 Montgomery praised Trandberg as "a man
of such saintly spirit" with "a wife who is so fully his
helpmeet that it is a privilege to know them. " 20 Possibly
due to his itinerant ministry to Scandinavians in the
Midwest, he appears to have taught his two charges
rather loosely during the 1884-85 academic year,
excusing them from the examinations that their English
and German-speaking
fellow students wrote in
21
December.
When in 1885 the Scandinavian Department was divided into Swedish and Dano-Norwegian
departments and a Swedish pastor was hired to staff the
former, however, their curricula were expanded and
academic discipline tightened.
In the meantime another denomination had sprung
up in Norway, and the groundwork was being laid for a
parallel body in Denmark. Both owed their existence
partly to Frederik Franson (1852-1908), a SwedishAmerican revival preacher. After experiencing conversion as a young man in Nebraska, Franson moved to
Chicago and joined the staff of Dwight L. Moody, the
prominent
American
revivalist.
Adopting
both
Moody's
evangelistic techniques and millenarian
theology of Christ's imminent return, he traveled
extensively among Nordic immigrants before returning
to Scandinavia in 1881. After leading revivals in
Sweden for a little over a year, Franson proceeded to
Norway, where he spent most of 1883 and much of 1884
preaching in the sanctuaries of various nonconformist
denominations. 22 Heeding his prompting, many of the
scattered "Christian Apostolic" congregations from the
1850s united to form the Norwegian Mission Covenant
in 1884. The new denomination
emphasized the
-19-

autonomy of the local church, revivalism, and the
literal return of Christ but rejected many other transatlantic theological currents, such as "higher criticism"
of the Bible. Montgomery met some of its leaders during
his brief visit to Norway in 1884.
The story repeated itself in Denmark, where
Franson preached for several months during the winter
of 1884-85 before being jailed and deported. 23 The
Danish Mission Covenant was constituted in 1888 along
lines that paralleled those of its Norwegian counterpart.
During the 1880s many adherents of these Danish
and Norwegian free churches, including some of their
leaders, joined the mass exodus of Scandinavians to the
New World. They reproduced on American soil the
kind of revivalistic, independent churches they had
recently formed in their homelands. The AHMS, with
Montgomery now serving as its "Scandinavian Superintendent," and other Congregationalist organizations
extended aid to these small flocks. In Tacoma, for
example, the Scandinavian Evangelical Church came
into being in 1884 when sixteen Norwegian laymen
began to gather in a private home. The body soon
affiliated with the Washington
Congregationalist
General Association. A grant of $500 from the American Congregational Union allowed it to build a chapel
and call a pastor. 24 In Boston, a handful of Norwegians
who had been active in the Norwegian Mission
Covenant in Christiania began to hold worship services
in a Congregationalist church on Sunday afternoons. In
1885 they organized the Norwegian Evangelical Free
Congregational Church in Roxbury. 25 Similar bodies
were gathered in scattered locales across many of the
northern states.
Generally short on financial resources and of ten
lacking clergymen, these immigrant congregations, like
many Baptist, Methodist, and other churches among
Scandinavian newcomers, relied heavily on the largesse
of indigenous American denominations for material
support. Their rapid proliferation during the peak years
-20-

of Nordic immigration in the 1880s necessitated an
expansion of the Scandinavian program at Chicago
Theological
Seminary.
Following
Montgomery's
original proposal, its administration hired in 1885
Fridolf Risberg, a pastor of the Swedish Misson
Covenant, to teach in the newly created Swedish
Department. Trandberg manned the Dano-Norwegian
Department, whose enrollment climbed steadily from
seven in 1885 to a zenith of twenty-three students during
the 1889-90 academic year. 26 T randberg, their sole
teacher in theology, offered an inclusive curriculum
which mirrored that of the Swedish Department and the
Seminary's "Special Course" for English-speaking
students without undergraduate degrees. During the
1886-87 academic year, for instance, he taught "Bible
Introduction and Exposition," "The Four Gospels,"
"Mental Philosophy and the Four Gospels," "Church
History,"
Composition
and the Four Gospels,"
"Natural Theology and Dogmatics," and "Exercises in
Language and Homiletics." 27 Trandberg received an
annual salary of $1000, about two-thirds of that paid his
colleagues who, in contrast to himself, had professional
rank. 28
In addition to their classroom instruction, the
Scandinavian
seminarians
spent
their summers
evangelizing Nordic immigrants, chiefly in the Midwest.
The AHMS sponsored this practical experience, which
the instructors in the two Scandinavian departments
supervised.
Supplementing their theological studies, the Danish
and Norwegian students, like their Swedish counterparts, were taught English as part of their Congregationalist sponsors' program to accelerate their assimilation. The language teacher from 1885 until 1887 was
Reinert August Jernberg (18 -1942), a Norwegian
immigrant who had taken a Bachelor of Arts at Yale
before matriculating
as a regular student at the
Seminary. During each of the two years immediately
before he received his Bachelor of Divinity in 1887,
11
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Jernberg drew a salary of $500, a considerable sum for a
seminarian in the Gilded Age. 29 He also served as one of
the Congregationalists' chief sources of information
about nonconformist churches in the Nordic countries.
At his graduation from the Seminary Jernberg delivered
one of the commencement addresses, speaking briefly
on "Recent Religious Movements in Scandinavia. " 30
Montgomery and other Congregationalists who
commented on the Dano-Norwegian
Department
during the 1880s were initially pleased with its growth
and development, but unknown to them seeds of
controversy unwittingly sown at its inception soon
began to germinate. Probably owing both to the
language barrier and the circumstances under which the
Scandinavian Department was founded, T randberg and
his Yankee employers did not fully understand each
other's intentions for several years. To Montgomery,
one purpose of the Seminary's program for immigrants
was to educate Scandinavian students who had left their
national Lutheran traditions. Writing in a Congregationalist regional newspaper in 1886, he declared that
while some of the Norwegian and Danish applicants
"had so much of Lutheranism still clinging to them that
they did not pretend to have been converted,"
Trandberg had "sifted them so thoroughly that he
received less than one third of them into the
Seminary ... " 31 Yet Trandberg, who had only briefly
left the Danish state church and was occasionally chided
for refusing to affiliate with either of the DanishAmerican Lutheran synods, regarded himself as a loyal
Lutheran who respected Anglo-American
revival
methods as well as the Congregationalists' ostensible
Separatist heritage and polity but had little time for the
theology of the Reformed tradition. Replying to his
Lutheran critics in 1886, he sought to assuage fears that
his students might be lured away from their confessional
moorings:
The Congregational Church has accepted me as a
teacher at one of its seminaries knowing that I am a
-22-

sincere Lutheran. It has given me complete freedom
to teach Lutheran theology and given the entering
Norwegian and Danish students the corresponding
freedom to gather in their Lutheran faith, retain
their Lutheran views, graduate as Lutheran Christians, and begin ministries in whatever branch of
the church they choose. 32
The Dane also wrote several other articles and
booklets during the 1880s in which he delineated his
intention of gathering among Scandinavian immigrants
congregations comprising to the greatest possible extent
believers who could testify to conversion experiences,
churches which thus rested on a principle of ecclesiology
similar to one root of the Congregationalist tradition
but anchored in Lutheran confessional theology. T randberg unquestionably assumed that some of his students
would become pastors of his congregations, and indeed
several eventually did, although the problem they posed
for the Congregationalists did not emerge until late in
the 1880s.
But other Danish and Norwegian students at the
Seminary had definitely left Lutheranism behind and
either become Congregationalists or members of the
independent Scandinavian churches which the Yankee
denomination was supporting. Most who graduated, in
fact, eventually went on to serve non-Lutheran
congregations.
The student body of the DanoNorwegian Department was thus in effect divided
theologically and denominationally.
Apparently still unaware of this trouble that
growth of the department camouflaged, Montgomery
wrote jubilantly of the autonomous
Danish and
Norwegian churches that had affiliated with Congregationalist associations. Not satisfied with these sporadic
accessions, though, he urged the denomination to
circulate a newspaper among Danish and Norwegian
free church newcomers explaining to them that they too
were de facto Congregationalists. 33 That weekly was
-23-

launched almost immediately in Chicago under the title
Evangelisten (The Evangelist).
Shortly thereafter, T rand berg began to assert his
independence and his Lutheranism. In June, 1889 he
ordained one of his students as pastor of a Danish
congregation in Racine, Wisconsin which he described
as "the first Scandinavian evangelical free church
among Lutherans in North America with biblical,
apostolic principles. " 34 He also helped to gather a
similar congregation in Chicago 35 and launched a
newspaper,
Vor Talsmand (Our Spokesman),
to
counter Evangelisten. Trandberg naturally protested
vigorously when Montgomery proposed making the
students' scholarships contingent on them declaring
themselves Congregationalists,
but his opposition
apparently only widened the void between him and his
employers.
The tension reached its climax during the 1889-90
academic year when Montgomery and the administration of the Seminary belatedly realized that Trandberg
had no intention of bending to their wishes and forced
him off the faculty. On behalf of the Seminary,
Professor Samuel Ives Curtiss gave his Danish colleague
an ultimatum to become a Congregationalist or resign.
"Nor if after the reflection that you have given this
matter you feel as we do that your usefulness and
influence would be increased by forming a closer bond
with us and by working entirely in sympathy + coop.
with Congregational churches," Curtiss wrote him in
February, 1890, "I think the way would be open for the
continuation of your labors with us." 36 Trandberg
refused to bow to what he perceived as denominational
arm-twisting and prudently resigned, taking several
students with him to a short-lived seminary he founded
in Chicago.
The administration replaced him with its alumnus
of 1887, Reinert Jernberg, and Trandberg's first student,
Otto Grauer, who were serving Congregationalist
churches in Chicago and Washburn, Wisconsin, respec-24-

tively. Montgomery
moved from Minneapolis to
Chicago where, in addition to his Scandinavian superintendency in the AHMS, he taught English to the
Nordic seminarians until his death in 1894. The
departure of T randberg and his Lutheran students left
Dano-Norwegian Department with a smaller enrollment
that continued to wane, but one now consolidated
firmly under Congregationalist control. Most of its
graduates accepted calls to Scandinavian immigrant
Congregationalist
churches or those of either the
Eastern or Western Evangelical Free Church Associations, quasi-denominational
organizations established
with Congregationalist aid to coordinate the scattered
bodies that stemmed in part from Frederik Franson' s
transatlantic, millenarian revivals of the 1880s. Many of
these churches called themselves Congregationalist for
several years, regardless of whether they were affiliated
with one of that denomination's state associations, and
indeed some simply developed into normal Congregationalist bodies during the early years of the twentieth
century as the transition to English eroded the only
major barrier between them and the Yankee churches.
In the early 1890s, when Montgomery
and his
colleagues implemented their program of fostering rapid
assimilation, the denomination boasted a highly visible
Nordic element. "The number of Scandinavian churches
now in formal union with us is seventy," wrote
Montgomery in 1892. He credited Evangelisten, which
then had a weekly circulation of 2,800, with being "an
indispensable adjunct of the work. " 37 The following
year the energetic superintendent reported: "We now
have 100 Scandinavian Congregational churches. All of
these have been more or less directly connected with our
work, and most of them are in formal union with our
associations." Montgomery found it "gratifying" that
"those Norwegian Free Churches which have hitherto
been independent of all ecclesiastical fellowship" were
beginning "to come into more friendly relations with
us." As evidence of this de facto merger trend, he
-25-

announced
that
"twenty-seven
Dano-Norwegian
churches now depend entirely on our seminary for
their young preachers. "38
Yet the Dano-Norwegian
Department, like its
Swedish counterpart at the Seminary, had already
begun to decline, and Montgomery's untimely death in
1894 marked the beginning of the end of Congregationalist aid to independent Nordic immigrant churches. His
successor as Scandinavian superintendent, S. V. S.
Fisher, apparently lacked any distinctive qualifications
for the position and in 1896 admitted that he was poorly
placed in it. 39 Declining enrollments prompted the
Seminary's Executive Council to demote the foreign
departments to "institutes" in 1903, thereby making
them semiautonomous and more reliant on external
financial support for their survival. 40 The Congregational Education Society periodically awarded funds to
keep the institutes alive for several years, and appeals to
the immigrant churches they served yielded a sufficient
return to allow both the Dano-Norwegian and Swedish
programs to muddle on through until World War I. In
the meantime, Danes and Norwegians opened a modest
"Bible Institute and Academy of the Evangelical Free
Churches of America" in 1908 at Rushford, Minnesota .
A forerunner of the present Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School of Deerfield, Illinois, it moved to Minneapolis in
1916 and gradually assumed a greater role in educating
pastors for that neophyte denomination.
The ties
between the Evangelical Free and the Congregationalists
thus steadily diminished. 41
They were decisively severed in 1916 . In 1913 the
Dano-Norwegian Institute graduated only two students
and the Swedish Institute four. 42 The following year the
faculty and administration of the Seminary began to
consider moving the entire institution to Hyde Park
near the University of Chicago. In accord with that
move, and perhaps owing in part to the rapid linguistic
assimilation of Scandinavian-Americans
that was
rendering such facilities obsolete, they concluded not to
-26-

continue them. Thus ended more than three decades of
interethnic cooperation, a little-known chapter in the
history of American Congregationalism.
First and
second-generation Scandinavian-Americans continued
to attend the seminary in small numbers, but their
competence in English - the mother tongue of most of
those born in the United States - allowed them to
matriculate and study alongside their Anglo-American
colleagues.
The Dano-Norwegian
Department of Chicago
Theological Seminary serves as a reminder that the
annals of the Congregational Church are more inclusive
than most have realized. Attention has too long been
riveted on the New England tradition and, to some
extent, its westward expansion. This expansion, though
obviously seminal, did not populate all of the
denomination's churches. Immigration from continental
Europe also formed the denomination, not only by
prompting nativists like Josiah Strong to issue his now
embarrassing

warnings

against

allowing

the stream

of

Europeans to flow unabated into the United States.
Scores of Congregationalist churches opened their doors
to Scandinavian newcomers, and many local bodies
were organized specifically to serve these immigrants.
They remained distinctly ethnic for only a generation,
but the membership rolls of churches throughout the
Midwest and indeed in several towns of southern New
England testify to a century of commitment by
Scandinavian immigrants and their progeny.
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